Z-DNA's conformer substates revealed by FT-IR difference spectroscopy of nonoriented left-handed double helical poly(dG-dC).
Nonoriented hydrated films of double helical poly(dG-dC) in the Z-form were studied by Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy either as equilibrated slow-cooled samples between 290 and 220 K or, after quenching into the glassy state, as nonequilibrated film isothermally at 200, 220, and 240 K. IR spectral changes on isothermal relaxation at 200 and 220 K toward equilibrium, caused by interconversion of two conformer substates (CS) called Z1 and Z2, are revealed by IR difference spectra. Pronounced spectral changes on Z1-to-Z2 interconversion occur between approximately 750-1250 cm(-1) and these are attributed to structural changes of the phosphodiester-sugar backbone caused by changes of torsion angles, and to decreasing hydrogen-bonding of the ionic phosphate group with water molecules. These spectral changes on Z1-to-Z2 transition can be related to structural differences between ZI and ZII CS observed in single crystals. ZI/ZII CS occurs only at (dGpdC) base steps, and similar behavior is assumed for Z1/Z2. The Z1/Z2 population ratio was determined via curve resolution of marker bands for Z1 and Z2 centered at 785 and 779 cm(-1). This ratio is 0.64 at 290 K, corresponding to 39% of the phosphates of the (dGpdC) base steps in Z1 and 61% in Z2, and it increases to 1.24 on cooling to 220 K. For the Z2<=>Z1 equilibrium, an enthalpy change of -4.9 +/- 0.2 kJ mol(dGpdC)(-1) is obtained from the temperature dependence of the equilibrium constant. Z1 interconverts into Z2 at isothermal relaxation at 200 and 220 K, whereas on slow cooling from ambient temperature, Z2 interconverts into Z1. This unexpected reversal of CS interconversion is attributed to slow restructuring of hydration shells of the CS on quenching, in the same manner reported by Pichler et al. for the BI and BII CS of B-DNA (J. Phys. Chem. B 106, 3263-3274 (2002)). IR difference curves demonstrate two time scales on isothermal relaxation of Z1-->Z2 interconversion, a fast one for structural relaxation of the sugar-phosphate backbone, and a slow one for relaxation of the hydration shells. This slowing down of restructuring of CS hydration shells at approximately 220-240 K could be the cause for the suppression of biological functions at low temperatures.